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“Meditation is not enough “ ,Is it really so? 
Since Babuji gave us a system like morning meditation, evening 
cleaning ,universal prayer and bedtime prayer along wit hpoint ‘B’ in 
the morning and point ‘A’ in the night before bedtime prayer .Do this 
sincerely and rest is assured since he will take care till the end (If we 
do it assiduously as per His commands).  
Sometimes it is the intense feeling (burning desire) to be nearer to 
Him and how it is possible while carrying out our daily chores or at 
work place. It was an experience to me when I was carrying out a 
shut down work (time bound job) where I have to be physically 
present day and night and continuously for a week or so and in the 
course I could not carry on the regimen as commanded by Babuji, but 
continued to be in His thought by way of remembering Him all 
through (sometimes almost chanting His name ,is it correct anyway?) 
due to numerous problems regarding work related and I have to fall 
back only on Babuji since He is the only one who can solve and it 
was solved and we have completed the work successfully. 
How to be oriented towards Him always and how to be in His thought 
(chanting His name is not correct I believe) or rather in His 
consciousness always and how to develop that burning desire to 
reach Him without any digression. 
Why sometimes there is a feeling that what has been doing is not 
enough and is there is anything further to keep me going. Is this 
feeling only for me or is it common to few or more of our brethren too. 
 
Truly speaking if meditation is not enough ,what are the other 
methods which motivate us to move steadily in the path as ordered 
by Babuji, what are the methods which keep a check upon us that we 
are in the right path ,people who most of the times stay away from 
homes moving around and yet want to keep in touch with the basic 
thing that is sadhana, it will be of great help if we are directed to 
adopt any other means as ordained by the Great Master along with 
our regular meditation ,cleaning along with prayer . 
Kindly direct us and clarify regarding the same . 
With earnest prayers I remain. 
 
 


